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Electron-nuclear spin transitions of the iminoxyl radical in a plastic crystal are investigated theoretically 
and experimentally. The intensities of "forbidden" transitions are calculated under conditions of rotational 
and translational mobility of the molecules. The temperature dependence. of the translational mutual 
diffusion coefficient is derived for cyclohexane molecules and iminoxyl radicals by comparing the 
calculations and the experimental data. A considerable slowing down of translational diffusion in a plastic 
crystal near an impurity is observed. Whereas the translational diffusion coefficient in pure cyclohexane is 
Dc'Z 10-9 cm2/sec, it becomes Dc'Z 10- 12 cm2/sec on addition of a small amount of the radical near the 
radical molecule. Discrete saturation of the radical EPR line under stationary conditions is observed by the 
double electron-electron resonance technique. A model for the homogenization of the EPR lines is 
proposed and describes satisfactorily the experimental discrete saturation spectrum. The homogenization 
rate is determined. A value 'Z 10- 12 cm2/sec is obtained for the translational diffusion coefficient of the radical 
in a plastic crystal. 

PACS numbers: 66.30.Kv, 61.40.Km, 33.1O.+p 

1. INTRODUCTION 

"Forbidden" transitions in EPR spectra of paramag
netic impurities in solid matrices were investigated 
both experimentally[1-4) and theoretically[5). Of consider
able interest is the investigation of forbidden transitions 
in the case of molecular motion. The study of forbidden 
transitions in condensed media is not only of interest in 
itself, but yields considerable information on the mo
lecular mobility _ Investigations of this type have already 
been performed. In particular, [6) qualitative estimates 
were made of the coefficient of translational diffusion on 
the study of dynamic polarization of protons in a plas
tic crystal of cyclohexane with an aminoxyl radical as 
an impurity. The same system was investigated earlier[7) 
by the discrete saturation method[2, 3) under stationary 
conditions. It was shown that an investigation of electron
electron double resonance of aminoxyl radicals intro
duced into a plastic cyclohexane crystal makes it pos
sible to observe discrete saturation of the EPR spectra 
under conditions of fast rotational diffUSion, which aver
ages out the anisotropic hyperfine interaction of the un
paired electron with the N14 nucleus and makes it pos
sible to observe separately allowed (three lines of the 
hyperfine structure of N14) and forbidden transitions. 

In this case the forbidden transitions, Le., the simul
taneous flipping of the electron and nuclear spins, and 
the contour of the inhomogeneously-broadened EPR 
lines are due to the dipole interaction of the unpaired 
electron with the cyclohexane protons. It was established 
that discrete saturation, i.e., cutting ouf a narrow spin 
packet within the line contour, is due to saturation of 
forbidden transitions. The "hole" burned out in the line 
contour then rapidly spreads over the entire line, Le., 
the so-called homogenization takes place. The condition 
for the appearance of inhomogeneous broadening of an 
EPR line in the case of simultaneous observation of a 
hole-a narrow signal and a broad electron-electron 
double resonance signal, is the relation T1e Vh ~ 1, 
where T1e is the spin-lattice relaxation time of the el
ectrons, and Vh is the homogenization rate. It is pro
posed in the same reference that the homogenization 
process is due to translational diffusion of the molecules. 
The very possibility of observing a forbidden transition 
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under conditions of rotational diffusion of radical mole
cules is connected with the sufficiently slow translational 
diffusion of both the radical molecules and the molecules 
of the plastic crystal. Raising the temperature and in
creasing the translational diffusion decrease the intensity 
of the forbidden transition and increase the rate of line 
homogenization. 

The present paper is devoted to a theoretical and ex
perimental study of the influence of translational and ro
tational diffusion on forbidden transition and the discrete 
saturation of inhomogeneously broadened EPR lines. We 
calculate, under diffusion conditions, the probability of 
forbidden electron-nuclear transitions and analyze the 
electron-electron double resonance line contour in the 
case of discrete saturation on the basis of the model of 
noninteracting spin packets. [6) A comparison of the cal
culation with experiment makes it possible to estimate 
the values of the coefficient of mutual translational dif
fusion of the molecules of the radical and of the plastic 
crystal, and also of the pure translational mobility of 
the radical molecules. 

2. PROBABILITY OF ELECTRON-NUCLEAR 
FORBIDDEN TRAKSITION UNDER 
01 FFUSION CONDITIONS 

We assume the concentration of the paramagnetic 
centers to be low enough to neglect the interaction be
tween them. We consider a system consisting of one 
electron coupled by a magnetic dipole interaction with 
Np surrounding protons of the plastiC crystal. We direct 
the strong external magnetic field Ho along the z axis. 
Then the spin Hamiltonian of the system can be written 
in the form 

i6=h1,Ho8.-h1nHor. 1;,+8' .EA,!;'+s. f (B,J,++B;'lr) , (1) 
j=1 

where §z and JZ are the z-components of the electron-
~ ~ ~± 

sp,!n ope~ator S and the spin J of the j-th nucleus, Jj 
= Jf ± iJ!- We have neglected the direct interaction of 
the nuclear spins, since they are much weaker than the 
interaction of the nuclear and electron spins. 

The use of the spin Hamiltonian (1) (exclusion of the 
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nuclear-spin interaction) corresponds to the model of non
interacting spin packets. In addition, for this model to be 
valid it is necessary that the time of the nuclear spin
lattice relaxation be much larger than the characteristic 
times of the EPR line homogenization,[5] as was indeed 
the case in the described experiments. The independent 
spin packet model is therefore suitable for our problem. 

Owing to the presence of the last term in (1), there 
appears a nonzero probability of a forbidden transition 
with simultaneous flipping of the electron and nuclear 
spins of the type ~(M + mj) = 0 or 2, where M and mj 
are the magnetic quantum numbers of the electron and 
of the j-th proton. These transitions occur at frequen
cies 'ue ± wn , where we and wn are the Larmor frequen
cies of the electron and the proton. Application of a high
frequency field perpendicular to Ho and of frequency 
we ± wn to the system excites electron-nuclear transition 
with simultaneous flipping of the .electron and nuclear 
spins. In the absence of molecular motions, the ratio of 
the intensities of the forbidden and allowed transitions is 
BB*/(fI.'JJnf, where 

3 (B1t)'I. B,B'=-2 15 r-'Y,,±l(6,q»!l,!l., 

Y2,,,,,(~, rp) is a spherical function of the polar coordi
nates ~ and rp of the vector r that describes the mag
netic dipole-dipole interaction of the electron and pro
ton spins, and Ile and Iln are the magnetic spin moments 
of the electron and proton, respectively.[9] 

Let us find, under conditions of rotational and trans
lational diffusion, the probability of simultaneo\J.s flip
ping of the electron and proton spins. For electron spins 
belonging to one packet with center at the frequency we, 
the probability of the transition ~(M + m) = 2 under the 
influence of an alternating field of frequency Wi is pro
portional to the quantity 

1 ~ 

w=2n'",., ~ exp[-i(Ll'+",.l'r-"(T] «B(T)B(O»)dT, 
(2) 

where ~' = w' - We is the detuning relative to the center 
we of the packet, and y is the width of the spin packet, 
which is described by a Lorentz line. The double angle 
brackets « •.. » denote averaging over the random ro
tations and the translational motion of the molecules. It 
can be assumed that the rotational and translational mo
tions do not correlate with each other, a feature typical 
of the plastic crystal. [10] 

An analysis of the widths of the hfs components of the 
spectra of the EPR transitions shows that the correla
tion time of the radical rotational motions in the region 
of plasticity of the cyclohexane is T c :s 10- 10 to 10-11 sec, 
with T c :s lO- ll sec for the cyclohexane molecules them
selves. 

At the same time, for the translational motions of the 
cyclohexane molecules in the temperature interval of 
interest to us the diffusion coefficient is Dc = 10-9 to 
10-10 sec, which leads to a translational-jump time 
Tn'::l 10-5 - 10-6 sec, i.e., the ratio of the frequencies of 
the reorientational and translational jumps is r::; 105. This 
enables us to average first over the rotational motions, 
assuming the centers of gravity of the radical and cy
clohexane molecules to be immobile, and then over 
the translational wandering of the centers of gravity. 
The width y of the spin packet is determined by two 
factors, the proper width of the radical EPR line 
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without allowance for the interaction with the matrix 
protons, r::;T-1~ (fast rotations),[12] and the finite life
time of the electron in a given spin packet. If mutual 
diffusion of the radical and plastic-crystal molecules 
takes place, each jump is accompanied by a change of 
the local proton magnetic field acting on the electron 
spin. This means that the electron goes over from one 
spin packet to anotherY3] The width of the spin packet 
is then determined by the expression 

(3) 

where Vh is the homogenization rate and Ti~ is the rate 
of the electronic spin-lattice relaxation. The packet width 
y is determined in part by the change of the mutual place
ment of the radical molecules and the neighboring mole
cules of the plastic crystal. A shift of any of these neigh
boring molecules takes the electron spin out of the packet. 
On the other hand, the correlator «B(T)B(O))receives a 
contribution only from that crystal molecule to which the 
proton in question belongs_ Since the number of neigh
boring molecules is much larger than unity, we can re
gard the random processes that lead to a change of B(T) 
and determine the homogenization rate to be uncorrelated 
and consider y independently of «B(T)B*(O)). 

Formula (2) yields the probability of the forbidden 
transition of an electron and one proton, but since we 
can equally well have the flip of the electron spin and of 
the spin of another proton from the surrounding of the 
radical, the total rate of change of the electronic spin
level population as a result of the forbidden transitions 
is ~ = Nw, where N is the number of proton spins that 
interact effectively with the electron spin and can par
ticipate in such a flip. Let Np be the number of protons 
belonging to the nearest mOlecules of the plastic crystal 
surrounding the radical and producing the inhomogeneous 
broadening of the EPR line. 

For simplicity we assume first that their local fields 
all have the same absolute value. If we consider a spin 
packet at the center of an inhomogeneously broadened 
line (i.e., We = wo), then N = Np/2, since the number of 
protons directed parallel and antiparallel to the field 
Ho is the same, and only the required half of Np will 
take part in the ~(M + m) = 2 transition. Actually the 
local fields of the protons are different because of the 
different placements of the protons around the electron 
spin. An approximate calculation of the number of pro
tons N, carried out by us, shows that sufficiently far 
from the center of the inhomogeneously broadened line 
we have N = Np/2. The chosen model of noninteracting 
spin packets is evidenced by the small width of the burned
out spin packet observed in experiment ('::l 1 MHz)[7] in 
comparison with the width of the entire inhomogeneously 
broadened line (r::; 6 MHz). The Larmor frequency of the 
electron is determined by the external field Ho and by 
the local magnetic field Hloc at the spin location. The 
inhomogeneous broadening of the line of the transition 
.6M = 1 is produced, as indicated above, by Np protons, 
and the line of the ~(M + m) = 2 transition is produced 
by Np - 1 protons. In view of the tremendous value of 
Np, the distribution Hloc for the allowed and forbidden 
transition will be practically the same and is described 
by us by a normalized Gaussian function H (w) with a 
width equal to the width of the allowed .6M = 1 transition 
line. 

The homogenization rate Vh introduced in (3) will be 
assumed the same for all spins. The time l/Vh means 
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that the Larmor frequency of the electron changes from 
its initial value to a certain random value within 1/Vh. 
Since the interaction of the spins with one another is 
neglected, the process of spectral diffusion occurs in 
this case because of the translational diffusion of the 
radical molecules and the plastic-crystal molecules, as 
a result of which the radical is shifted to a new proton 
environment. 

Averaging over the rotations in (2) leads[14] to the 
appearance in « ... » of factors of the type 

~In r'-(r,-r,)' 
4rr,r, r'- (r,+r,)' 

where r is the modulus of the radius vector joining the 
centers of gravity of the molecules of the radical and of 
the matrix, and r1 and 1'2 are the distances of the elec
tron and proton spins from the centers of gravity of the 
radical molecules and the plastic crystal molecules. 
respectively. For random motion of the centers of gravi
ty of the impurity and plastic-crystal molecules we as
sume a continuous diffusion model and take n (r, ro, T) to 
be the density of the conditional probability that the ra
dius vect,or r joining the gravity centers of the radical 
and plastic-crystal molecules has a value r at the in
stant of time T if its value of the initial instant of time 
was roo The density n (r, ro, r) satisfies the diffusion 
equation 

on!ol=DV'n, (4) 

where D = 1/2(Dc + Dr)' Dc and Dr are the coefficients 
of the translational diffusion of the matrix and radical 
molecules, respectively, for the following initial and 
boundary conditions: 

n (r, ro, 0) =1) (r-ro), V ,n (r, ro, 1:) I ,~"=O. (5) 

The last condition means that distances between the 
molecules of the radical and of the plastic crystal are 
never less than R. 

We assume that R = Rc + Rr , where Rc and Rr are 
the Van der Waals radii of the cyclohexane and radical 
molecules. The normalized solution of Eq. (4) with con
ditions (5) is 

- k'i 
n(r,ro,1:)= f A( -;:-) , [(zL'I,(z)+3L'I.(z»"I.(z) 

+ (zh,(z)-3",,(z) )L",(z) ] Y,._, (t}, <p) Y;,-, (t}o, <po) 

. ( :0 f [ (zo/-;I. (zo) +3/_'1. (zo» 1'1. (zo) + (zo/·l. (zo) 

-3/",(zo) ) L'I.(zo) ]exp{-k'D't}k dk, 

( nz, )'1' ( 9 81 )-'1' 
A= 4i5k z,-2- z,'+;;' , 

z,=kR, z=kr, zo=kro. 

(6) 

The solution (6) of Eq. (4) is more complicated than in 
the usual treatment of the problem of the influence of 
the translational diffusion on the magnetic-resonance 
spectra[9], owing to the introduction of the boundary con
dition (5). The probability w receives a contribution 
mainly by the region of the closest approach of the mol
ecules, where n(r, ro, T), owing to the boundary condi
tion (5), differs appreciably from the solution of the 
free-diffusion equation. Therefore the use of the results 
of[9] can lead to serious errors. Averaging in succes
sion OVer the angles and positions of the molecules, we 
obtain ultimately for w: 

w(~') 
~'R'pn • Bo+x' d 

801 Dr,'r,'!!'wn' f A o'+ (Bo+x')' l(x) x; 
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_ (~'+wn)R' _ 3 (801)'1' 
Ao- D ' ~-2 15 1',l'n, 

I(x)= x' [S·{(XI_¥,(X)+3L'I,(X» (xy) '''/.;, (xy) + (xl¥,(x) 
x'-2x'+9x'-81 , (7) 

y'-L' , 
-3/'1' (x) ) (xy) '''1-'1. (xy)} In y':"-J(' dY] , 

y = :. ' x=z" L = (r,~r,) , K = (r,+;,) , 

where Pn is the number of 1::yclohexane protons per cm3 • 

The observed forbidden-transition line shape h(W) is the 
envelope of many spin packets w(A'). The total proba
bility of the forbidden transitions at the frequency W 

is determined by summation over all the spin packets: 

W(w,Wo)= S w(w,w,')h(w,',wo)dwo', (8) 

where w(w, wb) is given by formula (7), and h(wb, wo) is 
the envelope of the spin packets. The EPR signal at the 
frequency of the forbidden transitions is determined by 
the population difference 

(9) 

where no is the equilibrium density of the populations at 
the levels (M =-1/2, m = 1/2) and M = 1/2, m =-1/2). 
In analogy with (9) the observed value of the signal with 
AM = 1 at the frequency wa is given by 

(10) 

where 

For comparison with experiment, it is convenient to 
use the quantity 

a.=~nf/~na=Iflla, 

where ~f and ~a are taken at the centers of t?e lines 
of the transitions A(M + m) = 2 and AM = 1, whlle If and 
I are the amplitudes of the derivatives of the lines of 
tte transitions A(M + m) = 2 and AM = 1, respectively. 
We note that expressions (9) and (10) correspond to ab
sence of saturation of the lines. It is impossible to de
termine (8) analytically} and we therefore c:uculated a 
numerically with the BESM-6 computer, usmg the value 
of T1e from[S]. The remaining parameters were deter
mined from our experiment. The results of the numer
ical calculation of the dependence of a on the coefficient 
of the mutual translational diffusion D are shown in Fig. 
1. As seen from this figure, the intensity of the forbid
den transition begins to change at D <. 10- 12 cm2sec-t, 
i.e., measurements of a can yield information on the 
molecular mobility only at such values of D. 

FIG. I. Theoretical dependence of 
ex on the coefficient D of the mutual 
translational diffusion of the mole
cules of the radical and of the cyclo· 
hexane. L = 0.1, K = 0.9, 
R = 7 A, 'Y = 0.2 MHz. 
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FIG. 2 FIG. 3 

FIG. 2. Experiment temperature dependence of ex = If/Ia of the 
iminoxyl radical in cyc1ohexane, Cr = 6 X 1017 spins/cm3 . The upper 
plot is the spectrum of the iminoxyl radical in plastic cyc10hexane at 
T = 232°K. 

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the mutual translational dif
fusion coefficient of the radical and plastic-crystal molecules. 

3. COMPARISON OF THEORY WITH 
EXPERIMENT 

The EPR spectra of the iminoxyl radical in the plas
tic phase of cyclohexane were obtained with a standard 
RE-1301 spectrometer (Ho ~ 3300 Oe). For a compari
son of the theory with the experiment and to determine 
D, we measured the a (T) dependence. The samples 
were prepared by diffusion of the iminoxyl radical in 
the cyclohexane in a vacuum ~lO-s mm Hg, so as to 
narrow down the hfs lines and to make the medium ho
mogeneous. The radical concentration Cr was"'" 6 x 1017 
spins/cm3. The measurements were performed ,in the 
absence of saturation of the ~ = 1 transition line. The 
temperature was maintained constant within ± eK. The 
inhomogeneity of the magnetic field over the sample 
length was less than 0.08 Oe. 

The experimentally obtained plot of a (T) is shown 
in Fig. 2. Comparison of Figs. 2 and 1 yields the plot of 
Fig. 3. As seen from Fig. 3, the absolute value of 
D (10- 11 to 10-12 cm 2sec - I) is much smaller than the coef
ficient of self-diffusion of the cyclohexane molecules in 
the same temperature interval (10-8-10- 9 cm2 sec-1}ysJ 
This conclusion will be corroborated in Sec. 4 and agrees 
with the assumed abrupt decrease of the self-diffusion of 
the plastic-crystal molecules around the imrurity mole
cules, and the assumed cluster formation.[6 If it is as
sumed that the temperature der,>endence of D is given by 
the formula D = Doexp {- Ea/kTj, then, as seen from Fig. 
3, the activation energy is Ea ~ 4 kcal/mole. 

4. HOMOGENIZATION OF EPR LINE UNDER 
CONDITIONS OF TRANSLATIONAL 01 FFUSION 

The homogenization of an inhomogeneously broaaened 
EPR line was observed earlier[7) by the electron-elec
tron resonance method. When a forbidden transition at 
the frequency we + wn is saturated by a powerful pump 
field at the frequency we of an allowed tranSition, one 
observes under stationary conditions a narrow peak 
against the background of the broad line due to the ho
mogenization process, i.e., to the spreading of the satu
ration from the point we over the entire contour of the 
inhomogeneously broadened line (individual component 
of the hfs of the N14 atom). 

Let us consider the homogenization process on the 
basis of the model of noninteracting spin packets and 
random spectral diffusion. [13) The difference of the po
pulations of the electronic levels with M = ±1/2 at the 
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frequency w in a bandwidth dw is equal to Nh(w)n(w}dW, 
where N is the total number of electron spins, n(w} is 
the difference of the populations under stationary con
ditions, and h(W} was defined above. Let us find the 
change of the populations at the frequency of the allowed 
transition, when a high-power high-frequency field acts 
at the forbidden-transition frequency wf. The kinetic 
equation describing this change of populations takes in 
the stationary case the form 

-(,(.H,) 'n (ffi) 6'+( c6 + )' 
0)-0),'1 Ct)n 

-
n(ffi) -no 

T" 

-n(ffi)V.+V. Sh(ffi')n(ffi')dffi'=O. 

(11) 

Here the constants c and 1) are determined from the 
plot of w(w, wf} against w - wf + wn in accord with the 
numerical data obtained from the computer calculation 
of w(w, wf}. 

The solution of (11) is 

()- 11T.. [1- C(,(.H,) '6 1 
n ffi -no l/T,.+V.S c(,(.H,)'6+(1IT,.+V.) (6'+ (ffi-ffi,+ffi.)') , 

2 - h(ffi')dffi' 
S=('(.H,) c6 _~ c(,(.H,) '6+ (1IT,.+V.) (6'+ (ffi'-ffi,+ffin )') • 

The form of the electron-electron double resonance at 
the frequency w, for a pump frequency wf, is the first 
derivative of the absorption signal, which is proportional 
to Nh(w)[n(w, wf} - no], and is described by a function of 
the type 

I=h'(ffi) [n(ffi, ffi.)-no]+h(ffi)n'(ffi, ffi.). (12) 

Figure 4 shows the theoretical discrete-saturation 
spectra obtained from (12) for various homogenization 
rates, and also the experimental waveform of the signal. 
It follows from Fig. 4 that the closest to the experimen
tal waveform is spectrum 3 with Vh = 0.005 MHz. The 
time 1/Vh in our model corresponds to the time during 
which the proton surrounding of the electron spin changes 
noticeably in the case of translational motion of the ra
dical molecule. It is reasonable to assume that such a 
change of Hloc occurs when the radical molecule is 
displaced one lattice constant of the plastic-cyclohexane 
d ~ 6 A, i.e., l/Vh = d2/6Dr , where Dr is the coefficient 
of translational diffusion of the radical molecule in the 
plastic crystal. Using this relation and Vh ~ 0.005 sec-\ 
we obtain Dr ~ 3 x 10-12 cm2sec-1. This is close to the 
value of the mutual diffusion coefficient D, namely 
~ 5 x 10-12 cm2sec-1 at this temperature. Thus, the mu
tual translational diffusion coefficients obtained in vari-

FIG. 4. Spectra of electron-electron double resonance component 
with m(N14) = 0 following saturation of the forbidden transition and 
passage through the observation frequency. Theoretical: I) Vh = 0.05 
MHz, 2) Vh = 0.01 MHz, 3) Vh = 0.005 MHz, 4) Vh = 0.002 MHz; 
f) Experimental spectrum from (7) at 230o K. All spectra correspond to 
a pump-field amplitude 'YeHI "" 0.8 MHz. 
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ous approaches for the radical molecule are in full agree
ment with one another, thus confirming the correctness 
of the results. 

The obtained values of D and Dr are smaller by al
most three orders of magnitude than the self-diffusion 
coefficient of the pure plastic crystalY5 1 This abrupt 
decrease of the translational mobility is apparently due 
to the fact that the vacancies in the plastic-crystal 
lattice are occupied by the molecules of the impurity 
(the stable radical), whose Van der Waals diameter 
(:,j 8 A) is somewhat larger than the diameter of the 
cyclohexane molecule (~6 A). At the same time, fur- . 
ther jumps of the molecules become restricted in the 
crystal lattice, and the translational mobility decreases. 

Our study of the molecular motions in the plastic 
phase of cyclohexane with the aid of the forbidden EPR 
transitions and discrete saturation under stationary con
ditions confirms the assumption that self-diffusion of the 
plastic-crystal molecules is stopped in the presence of 
the impurity.[6] 

We believe that an investigation of forbidden transi
tions yieids direct information on the mobility of mole
cules in condensed media and can apparently be used as 
a method for the study of mobility in other substances. 

We are sincerely grateful to V. A. Bendersldr for 
useful discussions, and also to the particip ants of the 
seminar of 1. F. Shchegolev's laboratory for stimulating 
criticism. 
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